A note on the analysis of two-stage task results: how changes in 1 task structure affect what model-free and model-based 2 strategies predict about the effects of reward and transition on 3 the stay probability 4 Abstract 13
Results from the classical two-stage task as originally reported by Daw and colleagues (A) and variations (B-F), obtained by simulating model-free and model-based agents. In all panels, the behavior of simulated model-free agents are shown in the left bar-plots and model-based agents on the right. The y-axis shows the probability of staying with (i.e. repeating) the same action made on the previous trial. The x-axis separates the data as a function of previous outcome (rewarded, unrewarded) and transition (common = dark grey, rare = light grey). The data were analyzed by logistic regression, in which the stay probability was computed as a function of the previous outcome and transition, with the analysis in panel E) being modified to include additional regressors (see Section 2.1). The reward probabilities at each second stage and the agents' eligibility trace (λ) are listed for each panel. A) The results from the classic two-stage task, as described by Daw et al. [1] . B) shows the pattern of stay probabilities when the second stage rewards are fixed at 0.8 and 0.2. C) is identical to panel A, except that both 2nd-stage reward probabilities are fixed at 0.5 instead of drifting independently around a mean of 0.5. D) is identical to panel B, except that the agents' eligibility traces are set to values ¡ 1 instead of equal to 1. E) plots the same data as B), but analyzed with the extended logisitic regression discussed in Section 2.1. Lastly, F) presents the results of the modified task discussed in Section 2.2 in which the 2nd-stage reward probabilities sum to a value greater than 1.
do not, with the result that they make different predictions about which action agents will choose at 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1. Differences between the sum of the stay probabilities for model-based agents following common versus rare transitions (i.e., the sum of the dark gray bars minus the sum of the light gray bars) as a function of the sum of the reward probabilities at the final state (p + b). This specific example plot was generated assuming that final state reward probabilities are equal (p = b) and that the exploration-exploitation parameter in Equation 16 is β = 2.5. When computing the differences in stay probability on the y-axes, P rc stands for the stay probability after a common transition and a reward, P uc is the stay probability after a common transition and no reward, P rr is the stay probability after a rare transition and a reward, and P ur is the stay probability after a rare transition and no reward.
transition to blue and receives 0 rewards, the difference between the final-state values becomes
The two values are the same only if
that is, when the sum of the final-state action values is 1. This is expected to occur when the actual under the assumptions that agents are not making completely random choices (β > 0), that they learn 313 from each outcome (α > 0) and retain this information in the long term (α < 1), and that the rewards 314 obtained at the final states have a direct reinforcing effect on model-free choices at the initial state 315 (λ > 0). Model-free agents were simulated using the SARSA(λ) algorithm [19, 1] . Specifically for two-stage 318 tasks [1] , the SARSA(λ) algorithm specifies that when an agent performs an initial-state action a i 319 at the initial state s i (the index i stands for "initial"), then goes to the final state s f , performs the 320 final-state action a f (the index f stands for "final") and receives a reward r, the model-free value 321 Q MF (s i , a i ) of the initial-state action is updated as
where
α is the learning rate and λ is the eligibility trace parameter [1] . Alternatively, the updating rule can 325 be expressed in a single equation:
Since λ is a constant, this means that the value of an initial-state action is updated depending on the 327 obtained reward and the value of the performed final-state action. If λ = 1, the equation becomes 
where P (s f |s i , a i ) is the probability of transitioning to the final state s f by performing action a i and 338 F is the set of actions available at the final states [1] .
339
When the agent receives a reward, it will update the value of the final-state action a f performed 340 at state s f , Q MB (s f , a f ), according to the equation
where α is the learning rate and r is the reward.
342
Let p = max a∈F Q MB (pink, a) and b = max a∈F Q MB (blue, a). The probability P (left|s i ) that the 343 agent will choose the left action at the initial state s i is given by
where β is an exploration-exploitation parameter. If each initial-state action transitions to a different fi-345 nal state with the same probability, e.g., P (pink|s i , left) = P (blue|s i , right) and hence P (pink|s i , right) = 
Hence, the agent's probability of choosing left, the action that will take it more commonly to the pink state, increases with p − b.
The regression models were fitted to the data using the regularized logistic regression classifier with 353 the liblinear algorithm from scikit-learn, a Python machine learning package [20] .
doi: 10.1016/j.neuron.2013.08.009. URL http://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/ same probability, then the probability P (left|s i ) of choosing left at the initial state s i is given by
where K ≥ 0 is a constant that depends on the transition probabilities and the exploration-exploitation 445 parameter.
446
According to the model-based reinforcement learning rule (Equation 14), if the agent chooses left, 447 then experiences a common transition to pink and receives 1 reward, the stay probability p stay (of 448 choosing left again in the next trial) is given by
if instead the agent experiences a rare transition to blue and receives 1 reward, p stay is given by
if the agent experiences a common transition to pink and receives 0 rewards, p stay is given by
and if the agent experiences a rare transition to blue and receives 0 rewards, p stay is given by
The logistic regression model, on the other hand, determines p stay as a function x r (x r = +1 for 1 453 reward, x r = −1 for 0 rewards in the previous trial) and x t (x t = +1 for a common transition, x = −1 454 for a rare transition in the previous trial): 455 p stay = logit −1 (β 0 + β r x r + β t x t + β r×t x r x t ).
Since logit −1 is a one-to-one function, this implies that
Solving this system for β 0 , β r , β t , and β r×t yields
which implies that if α > 0, K > 0 and p + b = 1, then β t = 0. This proof assumes that the agent chose 456 left, but the same can be proved if the agent chose right, as in this example "left," "right," "pink," 457 and "blue" are arbitrary.
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